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ABSTRACT
[Confidential]

A preliminary investigation has been made of external
noise resulting from the finite target size in tracking radar
range information using the Pl4Y aiwd SNB ai-criaft as
targets. The power spectrum and amplitude distribution
function of recorded external range noise is given for each
view of these aircraft. The total rms external range noise
is shown to be a function of target shape and size. A formula
was developed which related target configuration to the total
rms external range noise, and which allows the prediction
of the rms noise for a given target. Futuke plans include
making a complete study of the external range noise prob-
lem using various range error detection techniques.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is an interim report on one phase of this problem;
work on the problem is continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Probkm. R02-13
Prniect No. NR 682-130

Manuscript svbmitted July 20. 1955
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-TRACKNG RADAR EXTERNAL RANGE NOISE
SMEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

[CONFIDENTIAL TITLE]

INTRODUCTION

Radar range information is determined by the time of reception of the target echo

with respect to the transmitted pulse. The time of reception of the echo might be chosen
v-• .s the echo midpoint, leading edge, or some other reference point depending upon the

type of range error detector. If the target were composed of a s•ngle small flat plate
perpendicular to the direction of radiation, the echo pulse would be identical to the trans-
mitted pulse and any reference point on the echo pulse could be used to determine the trueI• radar range of the plate.

A practical target, however, has finite size and presents a distribution of ref-ecting-
surfaces over the extent of the target. The resultant echo pulse will be dliff erent in shape
and length from that transmitted, since it is the sum of the echoes from each of the indi-
vidual reflecting surfaces. This echo pulse may also change in its time position over the
range extent of the target 71"•a ch-nge in shape, length, and position will cause a change
in range reading depending upon the type of range error detector used. In addition, the
target in flight will maneuver, roll, pitch, yaw, and vibrate causing a change in the relative
phase oi individual echoes with time, in effective area of th. . l.... ..... f..... p-4
sibly in effective reflector distribution. The received echo pulse will, therefore, change
its range information with tirme, with respect to some fixed point on the target, as these
motions at the target take place.

Range noise is defined as the deviation of the range information from some reference
point on the target. The choice of the reference point is arbitrary, since this choice has
no effect upon the ac components of the noise. The reference point might be chosen as the
point indicated by the long time average of the range information; its position indicates the
point on the target seen at the radar as the target's true range.

____ The rangenoise is a function of the effective target configuration and is contained with
the range information that may be extracted from the target echo. The noise, therefore,
Scninct be eliminated by circuit design. although the noise for some target conditions and

__configurations might be minimized by choice of the range error detection technique or
modification of range circuits.

RANGE NOISE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The external radar range noise is measured at the error detector output of an elec-
tronic range unit 1 tracking the target under investigation. This range unit is modified5 to allow an operator to introduce manually a "velocity aiding' voltage into the tracking
loop to maintain zero average range error or tracking on the effective center of the target.
The remaining error voltage Is a fluctuation of the range information about this effective
center of the target and is the external range noise to be measured. A low-pass filter is

IThe electronic range unit will be explained in detail in a future report by C. M. Morrow,I I Tracking Branch, Radar Division.l_!
__- C-('NFvDFN'rTAL
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2 NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY CONFIDENTIAL

placed in the tracking loop to prevent the fluctuations of range error detector output from
being tracked out so that open loop range noi-se data can be obtained.

The rauige noise measuring circuitry is shown in a block diagram in Fig. 1. The
input to- the electronic range unit is video information taken from a monopulse tracking
radar which tracks the target. The output of the unit's range error detector 2 is recorded
on magnetic tare as a measure of the external range noise. In practice the output does
contain some ii-e target position information that is not completely tracked out and some
of the low-freq~iency components of range noise will be distorted by entering the tracking
loop through the 'Low-pass filter. This undesired true target information and the noise
components distorted by the tracking Ipop fall in the 0- toO. 5-cps range for the courses
flown bv the aircraft and are removed by low-pass filterinlg. Since noise data in the 0- to
0. 5-cps range would niot be reliable without increasinig thE - -datad esal e
length to obtain a sufficient sampling of these components, no effort is made to extend
measurement to the lower frequencies.

TARGET

RF~ -- RADAR BAO

(ANGLE ERROR) DELA

DUPLEXER ANGLE ERROR I ANsNITE AGT~ I

( - VIDEO) (VIDEO GATE) ---i- JrCTUAT.ED
FAA ITlMITI A LYS

RANG~ ~ GENERATOR

MONCPULG TRACKIN RADAR ICALIBRATION CIRCI__

RANGEERRORRANGE GATE'
DETECTORGENERATOR

RAý,NGE LWPS
NCASE. FLE

TO RECORDE0.CI

MANUAL

I AIDING

* CONROL FE FC;TRONIC RANGE UNIT

Fig. I - Block diagram of the range noise
measuring system

2
The split video type range error detector was used and is descrihed in Appendix A.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The calibration system shown in Fig. 1 is used to obtair. a calibtation factor for the

measuring system ot volts output of the range error detector per yard range. The cali-
bration is accomplished by delay- mooculating a radar beacon with an effective delay of IF'
yards peak-to-peak radar range :it 1.0 cps. The peak-to-peak range error detector out-
put voltage divided by 15 yards determines the calibration factor.

Range noise data is taken as the target is flown over prescribed courses with nose
view, tail view, or side view (circular constant zange course) with respect to the radar.
The target is picked! up visually by a handstand .:d placed in track by the radar at the
beginning of each run. When the operator of the electronic range unit has the unit track-
ing automatically on target the recording of the range noise data begins.

RANGE NOISE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

Sample range noise time function plots are shown in Fig. 2; however, data in this
form does not provide a convenient means of comparison or describing its characteristics.
To facilitate the noise studies the noise data is analyzed in terms of its power spectrum
and amplitude distribution function. The power spectrum presents a convenient picture
of the frequency composition of the noise and provides a plot which may be integrated to
determine a figure for the total rms noise and the rms noise inthe 0- to 1. 0-cps band.
The amplitude distribution function is a plot of the percentage of time that the apparent
center of the target falls at any point on or about the target. This plot is of particular
interest in determining, for example, the radar's ability to resolve closely spaced targets.
All data is presented in units of yards2 which are independent of the radar and easily
visualized in terms of target dimensions.

t Since the range noise signal has a very low-frequency composition- which would be
difficult to record directly, the range noise is placed on a carrier of 100 cps before
recordn .magnet tape. The normal d&ta run iq approximately 80 seconds allowing
40 samples of 0. 5-cps noise, the lowest frequency component analyzed. This magnetic
tana .... orded at 1/9 inch per seonnd is %a npd into a 4-inch tape- loon for analysis of
the recorded noise.

The spliced tape loop of the recorded data is played back continuously into a General

Radio Wave Analyzer at thirty times the recorded speed to expand the noise spectrum
over a convenient range for analysis. The data is analyzed automatically by motor-driving
the anaiyzer frequency control dial linearly through the frequency range and recording
the analyzer output on a Sanborn Recorder. Tu obtain a smooth recording, the output is
integrated over a full revolution of the data loop. The recorded spectrum, such as the
samples shown in Figs. 3 and 4, is then replotted in power in yards2/cps bandwidth as
explained in Appendix B.

The noise data is incomplete below 0. 5 cps as explained in the previous section;
however, in the plot of the power spectrum the noise is assumed to remain fiat from 0- to
0. 5-cps. This assumption is based on the knowledge that noise does exist in this frequency
range and does not deviate r--dically from the value of 0. 5 cps. Even large deviations from
this assumption would have little effect upon the value of rms noise, however, since the
bandwidth in qetifnn iq Qn q'nll

CON FIDENTIAL
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E- 2 SEC.

-4 -------- 64

(bJ a
SNB 180-

I 0 L I-

2 SNB 90' r

ELAPSED TIME -~

Fig. 2 - Sample time function plots of range noise from the (a) PB4Y at

180 target angle, (b) SNB at 180 target angle, and (c) SNB pair
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The amplitude distribution functions ýuch as those shown in Figs. 3 and 4, are recorded
on the Sanborn Recorder in a manner similar to that used for the energy spectrum record-
ings. with the distribution analyzer replacing the spectrum ianalyzer. The distribution
analyzer contains a circuit which will give an output whenever the. input falls within a small
voltage increment. The output ifi integrated to determine the total time the signal falls
within this increment. This increment is slowly scanned through the full range of the noise
voltage by ,use of motor-driven potendometers. The scale of the plot is then converted to
pe-cnL Lime as a function of yards range.

RESULTS

Radar extn. .. range nosue ineaAurements were taken ior the nose. tall- and side
views of the SNB and PB4Y aircrafts (Figs. 5 and 6), and a few measurements were made
on a side view of a two-target rcnfitguration consisting of two SNB aircrafts flying side by
side with a wing-tip separation of 15 yards. Several data runs were made for each aspect
of the SNB and PB4Y targets and the information from these runs is summarized in F~gs. 7
and 8, and similar plots for the SNB pair are shown in Fig. 9. This data is presented as
a plot of the range noise power spectrum from the data runs having the maximum and mini-
mum rms noise and a plot of the average power spectrum of all data for the target. The
total rms noise, ar, and rms noise in the first cycle, AR, is indicated for each spectrum
plot. This range noise data shows the value and spread of rms range noise and its frequency
composition to be expcated for the SNB and PB4Y under standard flying conditions. Unusual
flying conditions, however, may alter the spectrum shape with possible masking of power

£ in the low-frequency region.

DISCUSSION

W I-A point of greatest interest in the study of external radar noise is the relationship oneSmigh t draw between target configuration and the resultant range noise. This information
would allow one to nredict the range noise to be enrcounterd f-om a part-I•ula tar-Srg with
o-Iy '. th knowedg o.afv theC 1.)ct' sS*c and Merenrange noise data
at present to determine definite functions relating Laget and range noise similar to the
results of external anf.rle noise studies- 3 but enough evidenc exists to sh',w that a closc
analogy exists between range and angle noise phenomena.

Extensive theoretical and experimental studies of external angle noise 3 have shown
the total rms angle noise, clang, to hold to zhe relation aang = ckt where kt is the radius
of gyration of the target's reflectivity about the tracking axis and c is a constant equal
t~o 0. 707. A similar rela Lion could be expected to exist between external range noise and

target configuration.

The target configuration seen by the range system is the distribution of reflecting
areas along the line fromn radar to target. For example, in a 00 run the range unit sees
Lthe configuration running from nose ýo tail. Analysis of the range noise data in terms of

Starget configuration is difficult for a singlc target since the radius of gyration of the targetis difficult to approximate. A fair approximation of the radius of gyration of the configuration

of a typical aircraft is a cos2 x function falling to zero at the target extremities. The radiusof gyration, kt, of th~is distribution Is 0. 19 times the distance between the extremities, d.

3 Meade, J. E., Report to be published on external radar angle noise, and Lewis. B. Lz;
"Simulating the Radar Characteristics of a, B- 17 Using Synaller Aircraft," NRL Report
4348 (Confidential), October 12, 1954

COIý;FMDENTVIA
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The values of the constant c to compiete the equation Or = ckt assun-ilng the cos x
distribution (Table 1) remain within 0.35 to 1.46 for the individual target views. This
variation may be accounted for by the probable error in estimation of kt and the normal
variation to be expected in noise measurements. Since the average of all views should
fall close to th( -stimated kt the over-all average value of c, 0.83, may be established
as a good figure for estimating the range noise to be expected of a target of known size
and shape.

TABLE 1
Calculation of thc Constant c Relating
Range Noise and Target Configuration

Target Target I Averge I Target •
Angle rms Noise Span, d
(deg) a1r (av) 4~(yd) iIC

SNE 0 1.97 ~1.4 0,91
90 2.33 15.9 0.77

180 3.16 11.4 1.461

PB4 0 2:15 24 An 0.45190 2.43 36. 7 i0.35
180 4.85 949 1103

•Calcul~ated from g.- .... .. rt k w0 1
~SNpaJr- t---t, w__r_ t0.819

assuming a cos2 x distribution

This value can be seen to be very close to that obtained for angle noise, hence, it
appears that a close analogy does exist between angle and range noise phenomena. This
is indeed fortunate since so iýuch angle noise data exists to serve as guide lines in future
ange noi Istudies. The informahon from the range noise measurements plus the angle

noise data available provide a basis for predicting the range noise to be expected of
targets other than those measured in these range noise studies.

The power spectrum plots show a definite trend in the frequency composition of range
noise. The spectrum shape of all range noise data for all targets appears to have approxi-
mately the same shape with most of the noise power falling below 2 cps and noise com-
ponents becoming insignificant above 10 cps. The uniformity of the spectruhi shape between
runs is also indicated in the ratio of the average of tne AR to the average of the ar for each
target configuration which is withih 0. 5 to 0. 8 for all targetsi Thia india that for a!
targets, esscntially one-half of the noise power falls below 1. 0 cps. This data, however,
was taken under relatively good flying conditions and aiterations of spectrum shape would
be expected to result from unusual maneuvering or abnormal flying cord-ticas. In general,
increased target yaw, vibration, or other motion about its center is expected to spread tho
noise spectrum to higher frequencies, but should not change the total power,

The two SNB target conuiguration could supply other information of interest, but time

was not available to obtain sufficient data to support additionil conclusions, t ,-e-wver, one
question which normally arises is whether two targets of a given separation may be resolved
by the range system. The voltage distribution of each of these runs indicate no resolution

I
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of the targets with the approximate 15-yard spacinig between wing tips. The 1/4-psec radar
pulse and range gate are equivalent to 40 yards of radar range and the lack of resolution for
targets within a 40-yard range increment may be expected.

CONCLuSIONS

1. Fire-control radar range inf~or-tion contains noise resulting from the finite size
of the target similar to angle noise.

all 2. The range noise power spectra for the SNB, PB4Y, and two SNB targets show that
all the power is below 10 cps and, in general, one-half the range noise power is below I cps.
Similar power spectra would be expected for all similar individual aircraft in normal flight.

3. The total rms range noise, ar in yards, may be predicted from a knowledge of a
target's size and shape since ar has been iound to be closely approximated by a value 0. 83
times the magnitude of the estimated radius of gyration of the reflectivity distribut¼'., of the

I target about its center of reilectivity. The rms value of noise by nature will fluctuate from
sample to sample about this value.

4. The radar range system with a 1/4-psec radar pulse and range gate (equivalent to
40 yards of radar range) apparently cannot resolve two targets of the SNB type with separa-
tion of cenntprs nf approximately 30 yards and would not be expected to resolve similar targets
with closer spacing.

FUTURE RANGE NOISE STDINES

The information from this data brings to mind many other questions which can be
answered only by further experimental and theoretical investigation of range noise. It
is proposed to make a thorouigh investigation of c ntcrn:l :cisc in thc range tracking problem.
Such an investigation would involve a study of each practical type of range error detection
syosc it ,,-a-l .... i -- 'data simia'--- to the data of the range noise in the split-video detotr...
presented in this report 2nd would answer mLy questions of interest such as:

1. Range separation of two targets necessary for resolution.

2. Effect of evasive tactics on range noise and tracking.

44i 3. Possible countermeasures to range tracking.

k.• 4. Effect of tracking lag on range noise.

These future plans will include a corresponding theoretical analysis to substantiate
the results and guide experimental analysis.

CONFIDTIA L
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APPENDIX A

Split-Video Range Error Detector

The sPlit-video type range error detector used to measure the range noise compares
the occurrence time of the radar echo and the range gate pulse and generates a dc voltage
proportional to the difference in the time of occurrence. The split-video (Irror detectorgets A's name by its operation of forming the video pulse into a double pulse consisting of
the original video pulse followed by its image of opposite polarity a3 shown In Figs. Al (a)and Al(b). This double pulse is called an S-shaped wave which provides a voltsge functionthat may be sampled, and the polarity and magnitude of the sample provides Information
as to which side of the center of the wave is sampled and how far from ranter. Tlhis innfomation is considered accurate only between the peaks of the wave.

Ij ~j ViL)EO PULSE

,L -A REA A

AREA....TS WAVE

SAREA B--+ 4 SE•

1 ) SC.RANGE GAI E PJLSE

(a)

SHIFT IN

•__ ,A.....T MOTION Hil

±/i VIDEO PULSE
Y~~i41& SEC.

",t, , ; A -AREA A
_______S WAVF

I , I ~b-REA RANGE JATE PULSE

3• (b)

"Fig. A, - Range error detector operation
(a) Range gate poblitioz, correct, area
A = area B
(b) Change in target position fr-vm that in (a)
causes area A to be greater than arza B, and
the resuhtant error volt.-ge will c.orrect the
rpnge infa ma zi on and gatepulse position

CONFIDENTLA.L 15
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The samplinig of the S wave is accomplished by a range gate pulse which samples by
integrating a portion of the S wave. if the range gate is centered on the S wave the inte-
grated area is zkxo as shown in Fig. Ai~a). If the range gate is oft center as shown in
Fig. MCIb) the integrated area will have a resultant positive value indicating an error inn
position of the gate pulse to the 'Left.

IAs shown in Fi g. A2, the 0. wave is formed by the video pulse at the output of Vi plus
its reflected image from the shiorted end of the 1/8-gpsec delay line. This delay locates
the negative imagre immediately following the original 1/4-pisec video pulse. The range
gate pulse causes V2 and V3 ýto conduct effectively shorting one end uf C! L-0 grouind.1
Capacitor C1 will then assume a charge, proportional to the area of the S wave during the
conduction period. At the end of the gate pulse V2 and V3 are held at cutoff by the charge
built. up on C2 and C3. Capacitor C! is left float ig with its char.e -. d the resiti volt
age is fed to a dc amplifier. The components R4 atnd.. C4 filter the error information to
average from pulse to pulse.!

A WAVE GENERATOR

"tSEC.
-- ~ I Cl R4

.. j . I - ___ TO DCD AMPLIFIER

OO'CA

G2 I G3A~t CLAMP'NG CIRCUIT

60v S., L A..,CE

PMTIV E G E GATE ..
USE PULSE

eALANCE LtkDELAY

Fi.AZ Ra:g~e er'r detector schematic
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APPENDIX B
Computation of Range Noise

The Sanborn recording oi the range noise voltage spectrum Is used to plot the noise
power spectrum from which the total rms noise, ar, and rms noise in the 0-to i-cps band,
AR, are computed. Conversions are made in the computations to express the results in
the more convenient form of rms yards independent of the rad&.r sensitivity, and to normalize
the noise data reference bandwidth of mcasure.ent fo unity C, of true nois'e frequency.

In measurement of the spectrum of noise one must quaiify the data by the bandwidth
Gf the measuring equipment, since noiae power is proportional to bandwidth and does not
exist at any onp point of zero bandwidth in the spectrum. The noise power measured at
200 cps with a General Radio Wan'c Analyzer, for example, is the noise power in the band
front 198 cps to 202 cps and may be erpressed as x units of power per 4-cps bandwidth at
200 cps and not simply as x watta of noise power at 200 cps.

The power spectrum of the noise may be plotted as shown in Fig. Bl(a) from the wave
analyzer output by plotting the square of each rms voltage reading at discrete intervals of
frequency. The power spectrum will be noise in volts' Der 4-cps bandwidth as a function
of Lequencq. The average height of each 4-cps interval of tne spectrum, as shown in
Fig. Bl(a) is the total power within the interval. To obtain total noise power one may add
the average height of each interval which is effectively integrating the spectrum with an
abscissa scale of unity for every 4-cps interval as indicated in Fig. B1(a).

N'

7-

i5 20 : 7 Z S INTERVALS)

•.•.30 GO 90

FREQUENCY IEASURFD BY ANALYZER (CPS)

30 1 7

S"-\-

S0 ~ ~~0 30Q'EC 136S-, -• •.•Y96 {-

Fij, BI - Fffect of measurement bandwidth

in noisc spectrum plots
(a) ~asur) o nois7' power spect'urn
(b) NI-•s ower spectrun with cc:-verted scales

C(2NF~~~rAL17j

_ b _ _ Nois _o,_ers_.....
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A differcnt scale from the or;ginal measurements may bc desired. For example, it
may be mofe convenient to plot the spectrum in Fig. B1(a) in volts2 per 30-cps bandwidth
wher2 the average height of the 30-cps interval will represent the total power.over that
interval. This replot is shown in Fig. Bl(b) where the interval of bandwidth on the abscissa
is expanded 30/4 or 7.5 times with a similar compression of the ordinate scale to 7. 5 for
unity in plot (a). This conversiorn may be checked intuitively by considering the power in
the first 30 cps (it the two plots. In plot (a) the power in the first 30 cps is the sum of the
average height of the first 7. 5 intervals. Since each average height is unity the power is
7. 5 volts2 in the 0-to 30-cps range. In the second plot this power is the average height of
the firs, litei v~a which is aiasO 7. 5-volts 2 .

To integrate plot (b), as explained above, it is necessary to change the abscissa scale
to uity for each interval. In Ihe range noise data, because ci speeded-up playback, the
true noise frequency is one cps for every 30 cps of measured frequency and plot (b) as
scaled for integration is also conveniently scaled in terms of true noise fr"-quency and the
ordinatE may be labeled volts' per cps true noise frequency.

The range noise data is also converted from volts to yards to give values independent
of the radar set. This conversion is accomplished by use of the 15-yvrd peak-to-peak
square-wave calibration recording. When a magnetic data tape loop has been analyzed
with the spectrum wialyzer the tape is removed and a tape loop with the calibration signal
is played back in t o the analyzer as the analyzer is driven through the first harmonics o1
the e•1 .bretion squ are wave. Figure B2 shows the spectrum recorded on the Sanborn
Recorder followed by a recorded spike which is the first harmonic of the 15-yard 1-cps
calibration sauare wave.

MEASURE) FRF0ULEOGY I

SWOOTHEL. CURVE

- -0AN HROUGHSPECTRUM

o 1, 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 L PS
TRUE NOISE FREQUENCY

!

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a
TRUE NOISE FREOUENCY

"F ig. BZ - Power spectrum plotted from analyzer recording

(&) Sarb.orn Recording spectrum plot
(bW Replo. of spectral energy distribution
recording as a spectral power distribution
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The conversion factor S in yards per division of ordinate scale is given by

H Gcs- C (Bi)
2.3 Dc Gd

whore Hc is the. peak-to-peak value of the calibration square wave in yards, H,/2. 3 is the
rna, value of the first harmonic in yards, D.. is the height of recorded calibratio:n first
har;monic in divisions (Fig. B2), Gc is the gain of wave analyzer during recordiag of cali-
brat-on tape, and Gd is the gain of wave analyzer during recording of data spectrum.

By multiplying the height Dd in divisions of any point of the data spectrum by S
yar•s/divt.ion, oine obtains a reading of yards or, by squaring, yards indicating noise
power ppe 4-cps measured frequency. As explained in previous paragraphs, the noi,,
power P in yards' per cps true noise frequency is then given by

P 3_4 S' D
4--- Dd " (B2)

The power spectrum is a plot of P for values of Dd taken from the origiil S9a-orn
recording at discrete intervals of frequency.

I
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1. It is requested that the distribution statement on NRL Reports 3929 and 4602 be
changed from "Limited Distribution" to "Distribution Unlimited." Similar material
covered in these reports is now in the open literature, such as Radar Handbook,
second edition, by Merrill Skolnik, McGraw-Hill, 1990.
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